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You choose a backhoe loader for its versatility
You choose JCB because it’s the best... it’s the world number one



They say imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. It means yours is the standard others aspire 

to; it means you’ve got something very right. With the backhoe loader, JCB has always led the 

way. Others can only follow. From the moment in 1953 when we pioneered the original backhoe, 

innovation has been our watchword.

We have constantly pushed boundaries and advanced the concept to maintain our proud position as 

world number one. By introducing auxiliary hydraulics to power more and more attachments, and 

hydraulic quick couplers for fast changes, we have taken a concept renowned for high utilisation; 

and made it exceptionally (and unbeatably) versatile.

WORLD LEADING VERSATILITY AND INNOVATION
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High earning power  
Low running costs 

High residual value

This is where smart investors  
put their money

JCB is in the business of making companies more productive, so they 

make more money and become more profitable. The exceptional 

versatility of the JCB backhoe loader is key to this. But customers 

with foresight also focus on driving down lifelong machine costs to 

enhance business success.

It all comes down to cost of ownership. And that’s a fine balance of 

three things. One, earning power. JCB backhoes are faster, more 

reliable, more productive and, importantly, more versatile. They put 

more chargeable hours on your books.

Two, running costs. JCB backhoe loaders are designed to cost 

you less. So for example, the innovative TorqueLock reduces fuel 

consumption by up to 25%. Hydraulic Speed Control (HSC) cuts 

off one hydraulic pump so you use less fuel when roading. And long 

service intervals added to inherent reliability mean lower main-

tenance bills. Of course, we also offer flexible finance, insurance, 

warranty and service packages to assist business planning*.

And finally three, residual value. Many take the elegant styling 

of JCB machines for granted. But there’s a reason for those  

sweeping curves, luxurious fittings and attention to every design 

detail. They convey the quality of the machine within. They say world 

number one. And when you add that to the power of the JCB brand,  

it means that our backhoe loaders have excellent residual value.

Now, more than ever, investing in the JCB backhoe loader makes 

good economic sense. * Regional variations apply


http://www.jcb-finance.co.uk
http://www.jcbinsurance.com/
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High performance  
means high productivity

And that means  
more profitability

JCB backhoe loaders are more powerful and better designed for a huge 

variety of applications. This means you can do the job faster and more 

efficiently for longer, earning more every minute you’re working.

Take TorqueLock as an example of how our innovation can enhance 

performance. As well as reducing fuel consumption, this industry first 

has resulted in increased speed by up to 10%, increased working 

radius by up to 10% and increased working area by up to 20%.

At the excavator end, speed and efficiency are achieved through 

innovations like Extradig, equal length boom and dipper, and Power-

slide. These allow you to dig further away from, and closer to the 

machine, and hydraulically sideshift the backhoe for less effort and 

reduced site damage.

Opt for the 4CN and an additional 30º boom articulation cuts 

down on machine repositioning even further; allowing you to dig  

around objects or even towards the front of the machine.

At the loader end, you can count on lifting and shifting more, faster. 

First, our return to dig feature automatically resets the shovel into the 

digging position. Then the transmission disconnect diverts hydraulic 

power to the loader so it’s quicker to lift the load. And thanks to the 

160-litre fuel tank, you can keep working all day, without the need 

to stop and refill.

Meanwhile, excellent load retention is achieved by the 4-ram parallel 

arms when lifting, and by our Smooth Ride System (SRS) which cushions 

the loader arms, minimising bounce and maximising operator comfort.SRS features a nitrogen gas piston accumulator to cushion the load
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Comfortable and effortless control  
of machine and environment

It pays to invest in the operator

Some would say comfort is an unnecessary luxury in a piece of plant 

For JCB, it is an essential part of machine productivity. It’s what 

allows the operator to put those impressive performance features to  

profitable use. So JCB backhoe loaders are designed around the 

operator to give fatigue-free, day-long working. Take a seat – a heated 

suspension one, naturally – and you’ll see why our cab comfort, 

ergonomics and styling are the best in class. As are noise and vibration 

levels, thanks to the rubber-mounted, isolated cab.

An additional comfort innovation is the pre-heating option. This heats 

and demists the cab without starting the engine. You can even set it 

to come on automatically (for an extra half hour in bed!). If you’re 

working in warmer climates, air conditioning will keep you cool.

We also enhance productivity by ensuring that any operator, novice 

or experienced, can jump in and start working straight away.  

This means providing a choice of 3 control options (Manual Control, 

EasyControl and Advanced EasyControl) and 3 control patterns  

(ISO+, SAE+ and JCB X). An additional control innovation is seat-

mounted servos which let you operate the excavator while facing to 

the side for better visibility.

Also on the subject of visibility, the view through the tinted windows 

(for reduced glare and cab temperature control) is superb. In particular,  

the one-piece rear windscreen with its innovative scoop design lets  

you see right down to the ground, while all-round clarity results in 

added safety on site.
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It’s old-fashioned we know, but at JCB we believe in building 

something to last. We also believe in never letting the customer  

down. It means that when you buy a JCB backhoe loader, you’re  

getting the quality, reliability and durability you need to build business.

One of our most breathtaking innovations of recent years is the 

Dieselmax engine. In 2006 it powered the world’s fastest diesel car, 

reaching an incredible 350.092mph. This amazing piece of engineering 

is now at work providing high torque at low revs in all our 3CX, 4CX 

and 4CN backhoe loaders.

But why make our own engine in the first place? For the same reason 

we manufacture our own transmissions, axles, hydraulic rams and 

cabs. It gives us the chance to design every element specifically for the 

task, and to ensure they’re perfectly matched. If you’re adapting other 

manufacturers’ components you simply can’t get the same synergy and  

as a result, performance, reliability and durability can suffer.

Reliability and durability are built into every part of our process,  

from design to manufacture. For example, structures are subjected to 

10,000-hour testing, components are tested for up to 1 million cycles 

and booms go in stress-relieving ovens.

From the one-piece chassis with robot welds for added strength, to the 

plastic fuel tanks that won’t rust and contaminate fuel, and the hoses 

routed through the kingpost, boom and dipper to prevent damage 

while working. No detail escapes our eye for quality.

Nothing escapes our  
eye for quality

So you can take long life and  
reliable performance as read
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To ensure your machine is always ready to give you tiptop perform-

ance, we make sure that when servicing is required, it’s quick  

and easy. So the one-piece bonnet is on gas struts for effortless  

lifting, and all daily checks, along with oil and fuel refilling, can be  

carried out from ground level.

A sensor in the cab automatically tells you when the air filter becomes 

blocked, and when there’s water in the fuel. An internal air pre-

cleaner reduces maintenance even further, while improving visibility. 

Adjusting wear pads on Extradig and stabilisers is simplicity itself.  

And the one-piece flat composite floor, hanging pedals and drainage 

channels prevent rust and make for easy cleaning or power washing.

At JCB, we also understand our customers’ concerns about 

security and offer a range of measures to tackle the problem. JCB 

Plantguard features everything from immobilisers and rodlocks 

to cab covers and dashboard locks. All designed to make your 

machines less of an easy target. Windows are also etched with 

serial numbers to aid recovery. And all JCB machines are fitted 

with CESAR, which acts as a deterrent and helps the police identify 

your stolen property*.

JCB LiveLink increases fleet security even further. Using satellite 

technology, this telematics system tells you exactly where individual 

machines are at any given time and enables you to set curfews and 

geofences – your machines can’t move outside certain areas or hours 

without you knowing about it. * Regional variations apply

We’ve minimised maintenance 
and maximised security

All to keep you earning  
and working

http://www.jcb.com/customersupport/livelink.aspx
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Safe and fast manoeuvring ensures even  
more productivity

Top roading speed of 40kph. 

A choice of 3 steer modes on selected models – two-wheel steer,  
four-wheel steer and crab.

Sloping bonnet and innovative scoop design glass area give superb  
visibility when manoeuvring and working, for safer and faster operation. 

When hammer pipework is specified back window comes  
with impact protection.

Putting novice and experienced  
operators alike in complete control

A choice of 3 control patterns and 3 control options, with option  
on servos to switch between ISO and SAE. 

Low-effort seat-mounted servos, and servo-assisted brakes with auto 
compensation (left and right) for straight-line braking. 

Low-effort hammer button needs just the weight of your foot. 

Powerslide hydraulically sideshifts the backhoe for less  
effort and reduced site damage.

Best-in-class comfort, ergonomics and  
styling give fatigue-free working

Heated suspension seat, adjustable steering column, storage area,  
chiller and cup holder. 

14 carefully placed vents for excellent airflow, ventilation and demisting. 

Aircon and pre-heating feature. 

Tinted windows reduce glare and help to control cab temperature.

Loader end allows you to shift more, faster

Return to dig feature automatically resets shovel to dig position. 

Integrated quickhitch and forks result in increased payload,  
visibility and stability, and faster changeover times. 

Transmission disconnect diverts hydraulic power to the loader for  
faster lifting while HSC gives more tractive effort to the loader. 

4-ram parallel lift and Smooth Ride System (SRS) provide  
excellent load retention. 

Shovel ‘float’ allows the shovel to float across the ground for  
efficient site clear up.

More efficient digging with less need  
to reposition the machine

Extradig and equal length boom and dipper let you dig further  
away and closer to the machine for longer trenches. 

Lifting hook and load lifting aid, two-position tipping link for maximum power 
or more speed and better square trench ends. 

Twin gear pumps or variable flow piston pump give fast cycle times and HSC 
allows finer, more precise grading.

Simple, reliable, innovative design gives  
day-long productivity

Robust, one-piece chassis with robot welds gives superb strength. 

Exceptional ground clearance and departure angle help protect  
the undercarriage and enhance manoeuvrability. 

160-litre fuel tank gives day-long working. 

Ground level servicing and filling.

Integrated JCB powertrain ensures  
optimal performance

JCB designed and built engine, axles and transmission. 

High torque at low revs gives excellent pushing and hill  
climbing performance.

3 transmission choices with optional 6-speed autoshift gearbox  
and TorqueLock available on 4- and 6-speed versions. 

Limited slip differentials give extra traction in  
challenging conditions.

Specification varies by model and region. Please see your local dealer for details



When every part of your machine works in 
harmony, the result is superlative performance. 

JCB attachments are all designed and 
manufactured to be perfectly matched to your 
machine. We use only the finest raw materials 

combined with engineering expertise and 
exhaustive testing to ensure quality,  

reliability and durability.

The breadth of our attachment range is also 
unrivalled. From buckets in every size and style, 
to speciality hydraulic attachments which can be 
speedily interchanged using the hydraulic quick 

couplers. We offer real solutions to specific 
customer needs, maximising the versatility and 

profitability of your JCB backhoe loader.

Exceptionally versatile

JCB attachments help  
you get even more from 

your machine

GENERAL PURPOSE SHOVEL
Drilled to accept toeplate or teeth

Comprehensive range of sizes up to 1.3m³ 

Direct mount or JCB quickhitch compatible

Optional flip-over forks

SIDE-TIP SHOVELS
For use in areas where space prevents turning  
the machine

Available in left or right configurations

Operated from loader auxiliary circuit

6-IN-1 SHOVEL
Total versatility in all material handling duties from simple 
loading to precision grading

Wide range of sizes up to 1.3m³

Direct mount or JCB quickhitch compatible

Drilled to accept toeplate or teeth

Optional flip-over forks

SWEEPER COLLECTORS
Heavy-duty one-piece canopy for maximum durability

Class-leading visibility

Floating mounting frame for increased sweeper output

Combination steel and polypropylene brush

Optional water sprinkler for dust suppression

QUICKHITCH WITH INTEGRATED FORKS
Mechanical or hydraulic quickhitch speeds up attachment 
changeover times and increases productivity

Flip-over integrated fork design increases fork lift capacity 
to 2000kg

Exceptional visibility of the forks when materials handling

FORK-MOUNTED CRANE HOOK
For use with bucket-mounted forklift

Designed to lift and carry awkward objects or bulky loads

SWL: 1016kg (2240lb)
PLAY VIDEO

 




CONCRETE SKIP
Specially designed for easy handling of concrete

Ensures accurate placement, eg in footings, foundations, 
bases etc

INDUSTRIAL FORKS
Forks enable the machine to be used for loading  
and stacking

Various fork lengths available to reduce damage  
when stacking

STANDARD AND DEEP PROFILE BUCKETS
Heavy-duty design maximises machine performance

All buckets are quickhitch compatible allowing rapid 
changeover

Available in a variety of sizes ranging from 150mm  
to 1100mm

Deep profile buckets allow up to 0.48m³ capacity for 
increased bulk muck shifting

SNOW BLADE
An independently powered, rotary-action snow  
clearer quickly fitted to the loader arms

Adjustable blowers direct the snow away from 
the machine

EXCAVATOR QUICKHITCH 
Enable quick interchange between backhoe attachments

Hydraulic option available

HAMMERS
JCB Hammermaster series incorporates high power 
ratings to ensure greater work speed

Constant blow energy is maintained irrespective of  
hydraulic oil flow

Quiet version available for work in urban areas

LOADER QUICKHITCH
Hydraulic or mechanical options available

Speeds up attachment changeover time

SPECIALITY BACKHOE ATTACHMENTS
Augers up to 900mm in diameter

Just an example of the speciality backhoe attachments 
offered by JCB

BHL | ATTACHMENTS



TRAPEZOIDAL BUCKET
Designed to form clean, taper-sided drainage ditches

Available with either 30° or 60° taper, plus replaceable 
wear parts extend service life

PATCH PLANERS
Variable wheel configuration enables planing right up to 
the kerb or wall

Variable depth control gives consistent planing

Fast pick changeover from concrete to asphalt planing

Quickhitch compatibility ensures fast changeover

COMPACTORS
All hydraulic components are protected within the  
high sides of the base plate

Optional bolt-on extension leg available for use in 
deep trenches

An in-line protection valve eliminates damaging  
pressure surges

KERBMASTER
A dipper-mounted kerbmaster incorporating hose-burst  
check valves for failsafe operation 

Enables a safe, simple way of positioning kerbstones

Available with either hydraulic or manual rotation

DITCHING BUCKET
Specially profiled for waterway silt and weed removal

Optional bolt-on toeplate is available to extend service 
life, and quickhitch compatibility enables rapid changeover 
of attachments 

Available in various widths to suit the application

TIPPING LINK/LIFTING HOOK
Enabling machine to crane or lift materials, such as piping 
and girders

1-tonne or 5-tonne lifting hooks available

RIPPER TOOTH
Designed to break through road surfaces

Available as a cast or fabricated option

Tooth is replaceable to extend service life

HANDHELD BREAKERS
A range of powerful hydraulic hammers

Hydraulic drills feature independent power which allows 
excavator and breakers to be used simultaneously

Quiet and economical, they eliminate the need for 
separate compressors, transport and manpower



HANDHELD DISC CUTTER
The most powerful hydraulic cut-off unit available is also 
compact and easy to handle for cutting concrete, asphalt, 
rail-track, guard rails, etc

A specialist water attachment is also available

SUBMERSIBLE PUMP
Operates with clean or contaminated liquids, including 
effluents, slurries and sludges

800 litres/min (180 UK gallons/min) discharge at 3m  
(10ft) head

Model available for pumping fluids containing gravel,  
sand and solids up to 75mm (3in) diameter

BHL | ATTACHMENTS



Operating weight   kg 6490 / 6630 7370 8070 7725 8425 8070

Gross engine power  hp (kW) 85 (63) 85 (63) 92 (68.6) 92 (68.6) 92 (68.6) 100 (74.2)

Dig depth ret/ext m 4.42 / 5.44 4.24 4.25 / 5.46 4.37 4.37 / 5.58 4.24 / 5.46

Steer mode  2WS 2WS 2WS WS 4WS 2WS 

Loader shovel breakout kgf 5322 6170 6531 6227 6590 6531

Loader shovel capacity m³ 1.25 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Maximum dipper tearout kgf 3175 3217 2255 / 3225 3217 2255 / 3225 2729 / 3903

Maximum bucket tearout kgf 5202 6324 6228 6324 6228 6228

Optimum pump flow* l/min 90 154 154 154 154 165

3C 3CX 3CX SM 3CX SUPER 3CX SUPER SM 3CX CONTRACTOR

Operating weight    kg  7950 8660 8130 8880 8660

Gross engine power   hp (kW)  100 (74.2) 100 (74.2) 100 (74.2) 100 (74.2) 100 (74.2)

Dig depth ret/ext  m  4.32 4.32 / 5.53 4.98 4.98 / 6.14 5.191

Steer mode    4WS 4WS 4WS 4WS 4WS

Loader shovel breakout  kgf  6227 6590 6590 6590 6590

Loader shovel capacity  m³  1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3

Maximum dipper tearout  kgf  3893 2729 / 3903 3713 2675 / 3722 3893

Maximum bucket tearout  kgf  6228 6228 6228 6228 6929

Optimum pump flow*  l/min  165 165 165 165 165

4CX 4CX SM 4CX SUPER 4CX SUPER SM 4CN
* Pump size may vary by territory
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A family company on a global scale. JCB is no ordinary company. 

From the dreams of one man, Joseph Cyril Bamford, we have grown into 

the world’s biggest privately owned construction company by volume. 

Since 1945, the same attention to detail, passion for progress and family 

spirit has taken us from strength to strength.

Nowadays JCB operates across all five continents, manufacturing at 17 

factories in the UK, Brazil, Germany, China, North America and India. 

With 1,500 dealerships and depots selling and supporting our products 

in over 150 countries, we are one of the top three manufacturers of 

construction equipment with some of the finest engineering facilities in 

the world.

A history of world-class innovation. Our business has always been 

driven by innovation, using only the most advanced technology, components 

and processes, meticulous design and rigorous testing. Evidence of this 

doesn’t come much more powerful than our revolutionary JCB Dieselmax 

engine. Having grabbed the headlines when it smashed the world land-

speed record at 350.092mph, it is now providing our customers with 

tomorrow’s performance today.

Sustainability in all we do. As a manufacturer of working machinery, 

operating in both established and emerging markets, we accept the 

challenge of helping to deliver economic and environmental sustainability.

Product innovations that provide the right solutions to our customers 

have been a vital part of our history and will be key to our sustainable 

future. But in addition to developing cleaner and more efficient machines, 

we have a commitment to ensuring our manufacturing facilities meet the 

highest environmental standards.

A commitment to our customers that goes on and on. That’s a fact 

we remind ourselves of constantly, and it’s the reason our customers are 

at the heart of everything we do. Whatever a customer needs, we make it 

our mission to provide world-class support and 100% satisfaction.

At the heart of this is a dedication to minimising machine downtime.  

So our state-of-the-art World Parts Centre dispatches more than a million 

genuine parts and attachments every week, with an ‘Anywhere in 24 

hours’ strategy. Our JCB-trained technicians provide excellent, expert 

customer care, whether it’s routine servicing or something more urgent. 

And we are constantly looking at new, innovative ways to help you get the 

most out of your machine.Parts Distribution Centres

Manufacturing Facilities 
Dealers

A few words about JCB

A groundbreaking, class-leading 
family business with a commitment 

to supporting our customers and 
protecting the environment
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JCB Sales Limited, Rocester, Staffordshire, United Kingdom ST14 5JP. Tel: +44 (0)1889 590312. Fax: +44 (0)1889 590588.  
Visit www.jcb.com to find your local dealer
©2009 JCB Sales. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any other means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying or otherwise, without prior permission from JCB Sales. 

JCB reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Illustrations and specifications shown may include optional equipment and accessories. The JCB logo is a registered trademark of J C Bamford Excavators Ltd. 9999/5064 1/09 Issue 4
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